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INTRODUCTION

Vocational agricultural education is a part of the
total program of vocational education in the public schools.
It is designed to serve the needs of those who are planning
to enter upon, or who have entered upon, the vocation of
farming.

Classes are administered as a part of the regular

school program."'"
In the promotion and enlargement of the program of
vocational education in agriculture many activities have
"been developed.

In the Negro schools these activities are

being conducted through local, state, and national units
of the New Farmers of America Organization.

These activ

ities have been very influencial in developing young Negro
men into skillful farmers as well as training them to be
come important leaders for Negro farm people.
Individuals enrolled in vocational education courses
in agriculture should secure basic information in the solu
tion of problems throughout the training period and in so
doing develop activities in this respect.

1

U.S. Office of Education, Educational Objectives in
Vocational Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 1940, p.3.
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"The effectiveness of a program of agricultural educa
tion depends upon a combination of certain factors, some
o
of which are:"
1. The nature of the provision for vocational agri
culture incorporated in the state plan for
vocational education.
2. The local, state, and federal resources that are
made available.
3. The scope and quality of the state program for
teacher-training in agriculture.
4. The objectives, initiative, resourcefulness, and
wisdom of state and local leadership.
5. The professional zeal, training, experience, and
effort of the teaching staff.
6. The community support given to the school.
7. Studies, analysis, and research undertaken.
"One of the most challenging problems in vocational
agriculture has been that of restating and clarifying the
aims and objectives of the specific type of education.
The aim of vocational education in agriculture is to
train present and prospective farmers for proficiency in
farming."3
2

Struck, F. Theodore, Vocational Education for a
Changing WorldT John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1945, p. 376.
3
U. S. Office of Education, Educational Objectives in
Vocational Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 1940, p. 1.
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The attainment of this aim includes making a begin
ning and advancing in farming occupations and involves
training in the production of agricultural commodities,
with its constantly enlarging demand for the use of
machinery and mechanical devices; training in the protec
tion of animals and plants against pests and diseases;
training in the activities involved in the marketing of
farm products, and training in the procedures of farm
management and agricultural finance. It involves an
understanding of the problem growing out of farm produc
tion and the exchange of farm products, whether on a
local, state, or international basis.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

To determine some of the factors
influencing students of Vocational
Agriculture to choose farming as a
vocation.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study is intended to determine
the extent to which agricultural training
provides specific training to prepare a
vocational agriculture student for farm
ing or to help a student who is already
established in farming to improve his
farming efficiency.
The writer also wishes to find out
to what extent vocational agriculture has
established in individuals the desire to
farm rather than provide them with infor
mation about farming or about agriculture
in general.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This study is based oil data from
90 rocational agriculture students from
Area I, Linden District, which is located
in the Northeast portion of Texas where
the greater portion of the Negro popula
tion is engaged in farming.

These students

were selected at random from the following
nine schools:

Rhodes High School, Dainger-

field; Fairview High School, Linden; Macedo
nia High School, Texarkana; Hooks High
School, Hooks; Shady Grove High School, New
Boston; Garland High School, De Kalb; Bethle
hem High School, De Kalb; Carver High School
Naples.
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METHOD OF COLLECTING DATA

The material for this study was collected
by the use of a questionnaire.

Ten agricul

tural students from each of the nine schools
represented in the scope of the study, executed
the forms.
The vocational agricultural training of
the students surveyed ranged from one to four
years.
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SOME FACTORS AFFECTING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
IN AGRICULTURE

Farm boys in high school who are enrolled in vocational
agriculture classes are usually participating in or inde
pendently engaged in many farming activities. Progressive
advancement of these individuals from one degree in farming
to another calls for an intelligent analysis of their farm
ing status, resources, and available opportunities in farm
ing occupation.
It should be the desire of all individuals who are
hoping to establish themselves in farming on a satisfactory
basis to"grow into farming" rather than "go" into farming.
To get a start in farming and make continuous progress in
the occupation requires a number of abilities, the develop
ment of which constitutes the objectives in a well-planned
educational program basic to the needs and success of the
individual in becoming established and advancing in farm
ing.
Some of the factors which affect the establishment in
farming to be discussed in the report on this study, are
listed as follows:
1. Size of home farm.

/

2

2.

Distance of vocational agriculture students from
nearest town.

2.

Type of farming carried on by vocational agricul
ture students.

4.

Size of the home farm as related to students' in
come from farm activities.

5.

Farming status of vocational agriculture students.

6.

Leadership and recreational activities.

7.

Age distribution of pupils enrolled in vocational
agriculture.

8.

Community and cooperative activities participated
in by vocational agriculture students.

9.

Other activities of vocational agriculture students
as evidenced by:

10.

A.

Use of Church Bank's score card.

B.

Use of Vocational Agriculture Form 7.

C.

Supervised farming efforts.

Occupational choice of vocational agriculture
students.
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SIZE OF THE HOME FARM

The number of acres constituting the farm is very
important, whether livestock or crops are to be produced.
A wide range in the size of farms included in this
study is indicated in Table I, which shows all farms
classified into five size-groups.

TABLE I.

Size In Acres

SIZE OF THE HOME FARM

Number Of
Farms

Percentage Of Farms
Reporting

1 - 9

15

16.67

10 - 19

14

15.55

20 - 39

9

10.00

40 - 59

19

21.11

60 and above

33

36.67

TOTAL

90

100.00

Aocording to Table I, over 50 per cent of the farms
consist of more than 40 acres each and 36.67 per cent
consist of 60 or more acres. Approximately 32 per cent

4

of the farms are less than 30 acres in size. Only 15,55
per cent range from 10 to 19 acres in size.
The size of the farms included in this study repre
sent a good basis for a sound agricultural program.
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DISTANCE OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
STUDENTS FROM NEAREST TOWN

The location of the farms in regard to the nearest
town, to some extent, has a direct bearing upon the farm
income as well as the farm tenure.

TABLE II.

DISTANCE OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
STUDENTS FROM NEAREST TOWN

Miles

Number Of Students
Reporting

Percentage
Reporting

5

5.56

1 - 4

38

42.22

5 - 9

27

30.00

10 and above

15

16.66

5

5.56

90

100.00

Less than 1 mi.

No mileage given
TOTAL

Of the number of students reporting the distance of
their farm homes rroro. the nearest town; 47.78 per cent
(see Table II) live less than five miles from the nearest
town; 5.56 per cent live less than one mile from nearest

6

town. Table II also reveals that 46.66 per cent of the
students reporting live more than five miles from the
nearest town; 16.66 per cent live more than ten miles
from the nearest town.
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TYPE OF FARMING CARRIED ON BY VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

The farms in this study are located in the Northeast
Sandy Land Area of Texas where such crops as cotton, corn,
vegetables, and fruits are best adapted.

This area of

Texas has sandy soil; rolling topography; small farms;
small irregular-shaped fields, and small tools."'"

TABLE III.
DISTRIBUTION OF FARMS BY
SOURCE OF INCOME

Type Of Farming
General

Number Of Farms

Percentage

84

93.33

Stock

1

1.11

Poultry

1

1.11

Truck

4

4.44

TOTAL

90

99.99

1U.

S. Department of the Interior, Vocational Agriculture
ifl Relation to Economic and Social Adjustments, Washington,
D«C., June 1934.
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In a survey of 90 agricultural students in this area
Table III reveals that 93.33 per cent of the students were
engaged in general type of farming which is typical of
this area.

A small percentage of the boys were engaged in

stock, poultry, and truck farming of more specialized type.
Only four of the boys were engaged in truck farming and one
was engaged in stock and poultry farming respectively.
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SIZE OF THE HOME FARM AS RELATED TO
STUDENTS' INCOME FROM
FARM ACTIVITIES

In view of the fact that the students reporting in
this study have access to vast acreage of land, Table IV
reveals that 57 students of the 90 represented do not
have any income from farm activities. The survey does
indicate that the larger the farm the larger the number

TABLE IV.

SIZE OF THE HOME FARM AS RELATED TO

STUDENTS' INCOME FROM FARM ACTIVITIES

Number Of
Acres

Farm Income
_________——
—
——
None $1-24 $25-49 $50-99 $100-149 $150 and Above

1 - 9

12

0

0

2

0

1

10 - 19

10

0

2

1

1

0

20 - 39

4

0

2

2

1

0

40 - 59

12

0

1

3

1

2

60 and Above 19

4

2

8

0

0

TOTAL

4

7

16

3

3

57

of boys reporting having farm income. The study reveals
15 boys report having access to farms ranging in siz

10

one to nine acres. Of these 15 hoys, only three report
having income from farm activities and 12 report having
no farm income.
In contrast to the size of the home farm with income
from farm activities, Table I indicates that 33 boys
report having access to farms of 60 acres and above.
Of these 33 boys, 19 report not having any farm income
and 14 report having incomes ranging from one dollar to
99 dollars.
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FARMING STATUS OF VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

A start in farming must be made by an individual at
some level, such as being on a farm with a definite or
indefinite allowance of money for food, clothing, rec
reation, and other minor expenses; being employed as a
farm laborer, either on the home farm or another farm;
having an income from one or more enterprises; being a
partner in a farming business; renting and operating a
farm; owning and operating a farm; or managing a farm
owned by another individual.1
Of the students surveyed (see Table V) in this
study, 45.83 per cent were farm laborers at home and
2.5 per cent of the students were at home with a definite
or indefinite allowance.

Table V also reveals that, of

the total surveyed, 8.33 per cent were defense workers;
7.29 per cent were farm laborers away from home; 4.17 per
cent were at home with income from one or more enterprises;

U. S. Office of Education, Educational Objectives
in Vocational Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Monograph
Wo»

21, 1940.
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TABLE V.

FARMING STATUS OF VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

Farming Status

Number

Percentage

At home with a definite or
indefinite allowance

24

25.00

Farm laborer at home

44

45.83

Defense worker

8

8.33

Farm laborer away from home

7

7.29

At home with income from one
or more enterprises

4

4.17

In partnership at home

3

3.13

In partnership away from home

0

0

Renter and operator

3

3.13

Owner and operator

0

0

Manager of farm of another
party

2

2.08

Other

1

1.04

oent were renters and operators; 2,08 per cent were managers
of farms of another party and 1,04 per oent had other farm
ing status.
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LEADERSHIP AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

In enumerating the achievements of the New Farmers
of America, it should he kept in mind that the basic
idea of its founders was to create an organization of
Negro rural youth, for Negro rural youth, and by Negro
rural youth. The primary aims and purposes set forth in
its Constitution and By-Laws are sufficiently comprehen
sive to intergrate practically every activity that aids
in the development of rural youth. A large group of in
dividuals with more or less common aims and purposes
have been united into a broad organization for mutual
improvement.

These activities include many phases of the

academic, vocational, social, civic, health, recreational,
and ethical needs of its members."''
"The New Farmers of America also has helped the
rural boy by getting him to participate in the mutual

bene

fits that result from friendly and intelligent cooperative
efforts along the lines of his endeavors. Basic virtues

U.S. Office of Education, New Farmers of America,
Washington, D.C., Federal Security Agency, March 1943, p. i.
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TABLE VI.

LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN

BY NEW FARMERS OF AMERICA MEMBERS

Activities

Number
Participating

Public-speaking program

Percentage
Participating

17

6.91

6

2.43

Leading group discussions

18

7.31

Farm demonstrations

33

13.41

News writing

3

1.21

N.F.A. quiz

34

13.82

N.F.A. quartet

12

4.87

Chapter conducting

33

13.41

Soil conservation program

23

9.75

Two or more farm hand
initiation teams

16

6.50

7

2.84

42

17.07

2

.81

Debating

State judging team
Joint N.F.A. and N.H.T. program
Radio program

such as thrift, honesty, good character, and industry are
other goals that are used in the development of our future
E
rural citizen through the N.F.A."

U.S. Office of Education, New Farmers of America,
Washington, D.C., Federal Security Agency, March 1942, p. 1.
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TABLE VII.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES SPONSORED

BY NEW FARMERS OF AMERICA MEMBERS

Activities

Number
Sponsoring

Percentage
Sponsoring

Father and son banquet

47

19.00

Educational tours

20

8.00

Entertainment for N.H.T. girls

24

9.87

Help provide local playgrounds

34

13.99

4

1.67

Organize chapter athletic team

62

25.51

Cooperate in church and community
recreational activities

30

12.40

Others

22

9.56

Organize N.F.A. band

A study of the leadership activities (see Table VI)
indicates an extreme variation in the amount of participation
that is given to the various activities. The percentage
range from .81 per cent in the participation in radio programs
to 17.07 per cent in joint N.F.A. and N.H.T. programs.

The

activities with a low percentage of participation are:
debating, with a percentage of 2.43; news writing, with a
percentage of 1.21; state judging teams, with a percentage
of 2.84.

Some of the activities with high percentage of
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participation are:

N.F.A. quiz, with a percentage of 13.

82; farm demonstration and chapter conducting, with a per
centage of 13.41 each.
Table VI shows New Farmers of America sponsoring more
leadership activities than recreational activities, (see
Table VII) although the percentages of the recreational
activities sponsored were relatively high.

The recreational

activities were well supported by the members; 25.51 per
cent of all the members surveyed participated in the organi
zation of chapter athletio teams; 19 per cent participated
in Father and Son Banquet.

Of the number of recreational

activities sponsored by N.F.A. members, the organization of
N.F.A. bands represents the lowest percentage of the group
of activities; it has a percentage of 1.67.
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AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ENROLLED
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

The ages of the vocational agriculture boys were
classified into five age-groups (see Table VIII). The
first group included all students under the age of H
years.

This group had a representation of seven boys,

TABLE VIII.

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ENROLED
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE AS RELATED
TO DEGREE HELD

Age

Degree Held
Farm Hand

Improved
Farmer

6

1

0

0

0

14 - 15

50

2

0

0

0

16 - 17

21

4

0

1

0

4

1

0

0

0

81

8

0

1

Under 14 years

18 and above
TOTAL

Modern

Superior

No
DeSree

"

According to the survey, six of the seven boys helci Earm
degrees and one boy was an Improved Farmer.

The second

0
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included boys between the ages of 14 and 15 years. Fiftytwo boys comprised this group, of which 50 boys were Farm
Hands and two were Improved Farmers. The Table shows
that more boys were represented in this age-group than in
any other.

The third group included boys between the ages

of 16 and 17 years.

This group ranked second with the

number of Farm Hands; It ranked first with the number of
Improved Farmers, and Superior Farmers. The fourth
group consists of boys who are 18 years of age and older.
There were five boys in this group; of whom four were
Farm Hands and one was an Improved Farmer.
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COMMUNITY AND COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES
PARTICIPATED IN BY VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

A modern program of vocational agriculture in the
high school cannot be conducted without strong class
room teaching, effective farm practice, and active
TABLE IX.

COMMUNITY SERVICES TAKEN PART IN BY

NEW FARMERS OF AMERICA MEMBERS

Services

Number

Percentage

Assist in farm labor shortage

69

22.45

Exchange of farm machinery and
labor among neighbors

23

7.46

Culled hen for egg production

49

15.89

Test and treat seed for farmers

27

8.76

Making butter fat test for farmers

13

4.22

Destroying rats, gofers, etc.

26

8.44

Participating in health programs

26

8.44

Home orchard improvement

42

13.63

Pasture improvement program

19

6.16

Helping city people with
victory gardens

14

4.54

20

pupil participation in a high school agricultural organ
ization.

These three

phases must be closely intergrated,

and all boys must participate in all three phases if the
best results are to be secured.1
TABLE X.

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN

BY VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

Activities

Number

Percentage

44

20.18

5

2.29

Buying swine

27

12.38

Selling swine

26

11.92

Buying cattle

5

2.29

Buying fruit trees

25

11.46

Salvaging war material

34

15.59

46

21.10

6

2.75

Buying seed and fertilizer
Selling seed and fertilizer

Helping increase the production
of food, feed, and fiber
Selling cattle

Hamlin and Stanford, The Place of Agriculture in the
Secondary School Program, Urbana, 111. Vol. 41, No. 12,
Nov. 1943, p. 25.
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"The community activities in whioh the individual
participates reveal to some extent the interest he has
2
in farming."
Table IX shows that 22.45 per cent of the students
assisted in alleviating the labor shortage; 15.89 per
oent participated in culling hens for egg production, and
13.63 per cent participated in home improvement programs.
The activities mentioned above have the highest percentage
of participation.

The other activities in this Table have

a percentage range of 4.22 to 8.76.
All the cooperative activities (see Table X) partic
ipated in by the vocational agrioulture students have a
relatively high percentage with the exception of buying
seed, fertilizer, and oattle.
2,29 each.

They have a percentage of

Selling cattle has a percentage of 2.75.

U. S. Office of Education, Matohlng Men and farms,
Washington, D.C., Bulletin No. 229, p. 12.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES OF VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

A.

Use of the Church Banks Soore Card

The survey revealed that only a few students used
the Church Banks score card.

Of the 90 students

surveyed, only 20 used the score card.

B.

Use of Vocational Agriculture Form 7

Form 7 is a V.A. Form which deals with the program
of work of the vocational agriculture students and should
he filled by them.

Of the 72 students reporting on the

surveys, only 37 aided in the filling Form 7.

C.

Supervised Farming Efforts

According to the survey, 35 of the 76 boys reporting
did not increase their projects yearly.
Only 34 of the 76 boys reporting kept accurate records.
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OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS
The success of the vocational agriculture teacher
to some extent is exemplified by the occupational choices
of his students.

One of the major objectives of vocational

agriculture is to make a beginning and advance in farming.1
TABLE XI.

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF

VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS

Occupation

Number

Percentage

Vocational Agriculture
Teacher

21

. 26.66

County Agent

14

15.55

Teacher

14

15.55

A.A.A.

7

7.79

F.S.A.

0

0

Farmer

16

17.79

Other

15

16.66

TOTAL

90

100.00

"Struck, F. Theodore, Vocational Education for a
Changing World, New York, 1945, p. 376.

\
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According to Table XI only 16 boys or 17.79 per
cent of the 90 surveyed plan to go into fanning as a
vocation. The survey shows that 26.66 per cent wish to
become vocational agriculture teachers; 15.55 per cent
have chosen to become county agents; 7.79 per cent
chose work with the Agricultural Adjustment Agency
program; 15.55 per cent chose teaching and 16.66 per
cent chose occupations other than farming. Of the total
number of students reporting 67.90 per cent chose occu
pations related to or in the field of agriculture,
while 32.21 per cent have chosen fields not related to
agriculture.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the

light of the findings which influence

students of vocational agriculture to choose farming
as a vocation, the following summary and conclusions
were made:
1.

The size of the farms in this study represents
a good basis for students becoming established
in farming.

2.

Approximately 94 per cent of the students sur
veyed indicated that their source of income was
from a general type of farming.

3.

The study reveals that 57 students of the 90
surveyed had no income from farm activities.

4.

More students were working as "farm laborers at
home" than in any other status listed.

5.

Leadership and recreational activities have
been well intergrated into the N.F.A. program.

6.

More than 50 per cent of the students surveyed
are in the age-range of 14 to 15 years.

7.

Of the 90 students surveyed; 81 were Farm
Hands; 8 were Improve Farmers, and one was a
Superior Farmer.

f. R. Banks Lll

"« Unlw:
Pralrl. vie., TlJW,
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8.

Community and cooperative activities show a
relatively high percentage of participation.

9.

Assisting in the farm labor shortage was the
leading community service rendered by New
Farmers of America members.

10. Three chapters of the nine represented in the
study had Chapter Thrift Banks.
11.

Of the 72 students reporting, 28 did not have
a supervised farming program.

12.

Only three N.F.A. Chapters, of the nine chapters
reporting, held regular meetings during the
summer months.

13. More than 50 per cent of the boys surveyed do
not keep accurate records of their projects.
14. More than 40 per cent of the students do not
increase their projects yearly.
15.

Only 37 of the 72 students reporting, aid in
filling out Vocational Agriculture Form 7.

16. More than 50 per cent of the N.F.A. Chapters
do not use the Church Banks Score Card.
17. Only 17.79 per cent of the students surveyed
are planning to continue farming as a vocation.
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EECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The program should be planned to provide the New
Farmers of America members with a systematic, super
vised program of instruction on their home farms,

2.

The program should be of sufficient scope to
challenge the interest of the New Farmers of America
members,

3.

The program should promise financial returns to the
young men and should be planned to contribute to
establishment in farming,

4.

The program for each boy should be planned on a long
time basis and should aim toward satisfactory estab
lishment in farming.

5. Individuals should keep such records and accounts as
will teach and lead them to keep simple farm accounts
and to measure their growth in farming,
6.

The program should expand in scope and possibly in
crease the size of the home farm business so as to
provide an opportunity for placement or partnership,

7.

When the boy has a share in the home farm business,
there should be a written agreement between parent
and son.
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8. The instructor and the group should strive to find
ways and means of financing the supervised farming
programs of individual members meriting and needing
financial assistance.
9. The instructor should find it necessary to give the
young men who do not already have well-established
farming programs special help in analyzing their
situations in planning possible programs.
10.

The instructor's trips to the boy's farm should not
be just a visit.

Rather they should result in

teaching of the highest type.
11. More emphasis should be placed upon the raising of
degree farmers.
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APPENDIX

SURVEY OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL BOYS
(To be filled by V.A. Student)

T" me of student

2.

.•••thool

7.

"it

3.

Name

4. Piece

Size of home farm_
<rn

Age

Stock

Acres

Kind of farming (check)
Dairy

Poultry

How long have you lived on this fam?

6,

Distence from

General
Truck

Other
years

. How many years of Vocational Agricultural training have you Had?_
'0.

Are you a member of the N,F.A. Chapter'? (check)

Yes ( ) No ( )

1»

What office have you held in your chapter? (check)
1, President ( )
5. Parliamentarian ( )
, 2* Vice President ( )
6. Historian ( )
3. Secretary ( )
7. Watch Dog ( )
Treasurer } j
Q>
gong Leadep ( }
9. Chaplain ( )

2.

What degree do you hold? (check)
1. Farm Hand ( )
3.
2, Improve Farmer ( )
4.

Modern Farmer ( )
Superior Farmer ( )

What Agricultural Cooperative activities have you participated
i the past year? (check)
1. Buying seed and fertilizer ( )
2. Selling seed and. fertilizer ( )
3. Buying s^ine ( )
4. Selling swine ( )
5. Buying Cattle ( )
6; Buying fruit trees ( )
7. Salvaging needed war materials ( )
8* Helping increase the production of food, feed, oil, and
fiber ( )
9«
Selling cattle ( )
10* Other (specify)
Name the community services you have taken part in as an N.F.A.
henber in the pass year (check)
1. Assist in farm labor shortage ( )
2. Exchange of farm machinery and labor among neighbors { )
3. Culled hens for egg production ( )
4. Test and treat seed for farmers ( )
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Making butter fat test for farriers ( )
Destroying rats, gofers, etc. ( )
Participating in health programs ( )
Home orchard improvement ( )
Pasture improvement program ( )
Helping city people with victory gardens ( )
the leadership activity you have participated in.
Public-speaking program ( i)
Debating ( )
Leading group discussions ( )
Farm Demonstration { )
News writing ( )
N.F.A. Quiz s( )
N.F.A. Quartet ( )
Chapter Conducting ( )
Soil Conservation Program ( )
Two or more Farm Hand initiation teams ( )
State judging team ( )
Joint N.F.A. & N.H.T. Program ( )
Radio Programs ( )

How much do you have deposited in your Chapter Thrift Bank?
What was your average labor income from farm activities?
Do you have a long time supervised Farming Program? (check)
Yes ( ) No ( )
Who finances your supervised farming program*? (check)
1. Self financed ( )
2. Dad financed ( )
3. Borried money from local bank ( )
4. Borried money from production credit ( )
5. Borried money from farm security ( )
6. Financed by local N.F.A. Chapter ( )
7. Other methods of financing ( )
How often does your N.F.A. Chapter meet*? (check)
1. Once per week ( )
2. Twice per month ( )
3. Once per month ( )
Does your chapter meet regularly during summer vacation months?
(check) Yes ( ) No ( )
Does your chapter sponsor the following? (check)
1. Father & Son Banquet ( )
2. Educational Tours ( )
3. Entertainment for N.H.T.Girls
4. Help provide local playgrounds ( )
5. Organize N.F.A. Band ( )
6. Organize chapter Athletic Team ( )
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7.
8.

Cooperate in church or comnunity recreational activities (
Other ( )

What is your farning status? (check)
1. At hone with a definite or indefinite allowance ( )
2. Farm laborer at hone ( )
3. Defense worker ( )
4. Fain laborer away fron hone ( )
5. At hone with incone fron one or nore enterprises ( )
6. In partnership at hone ( )
7. In partnership away fron hone ( )
8. Renter and operator ( )
9. Owner and operator ( )
10. Manager of farm of another narty ( )
11. Other ( )
Does your chapter use the Church Banks score card0 Yes ( ) No ( )
Have you ever aided in filling out ViA* Forn 7? Yes ( ) No ( )
Do you increase the scope of your project yearly? Yes ( ) No ( )
Do you keep accurate project records0

Yes ( ) No ( )

What do you plan to do after graduating fron High School? (check)
1. Becone an agricultural teacher ( )
2. Becone a county agent ( )
3. Become a tehcher ( )
4. Becone a fahmer ( )
5. Becone a professional worker in the field of Agriculture:
ai A.A.A. ( )
b. F.S.A.
c, Other ( ) Namely
6. Other occupation ( ) Namely

